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Mission 

The Colorado School of Mines (Mines) Career Center supports the mission,      
academic programs, and advancement of the Colorado School of Mines. The 
Mines Career Center mission is to assist students in developing, evaluating, and 
implementing career, education, and employment decisions and plans. Career 
development is integral to  the success of Mines graduates and to the  mission 
of Colorado School of Mines. All Mines graduates will be able to acquire the 
necessary skills to enable them to take successful personal responsibility for the 
management of their own careers. 

Communicate| Educate |Collaborate |Empower |Connect  
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The Mines Strategy:  
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A special  thanks to ConocoPhillips, whose generous support and   

sponsorship made this publication possible. 
We are grateful to the entire staff in the Career Center, Mines Executive Administration, President’s Committee on 
Diversity, the Alumni  Association, and the Mines Faculty and Staff for your wonderful support and contributions. 

 

Colorado School of Mines Career Center staff is committed to embracing the inclusion and diversity of our campus community, 
thereby creating equal opportunity for everyone.  We feel that acknowledging, respecting, and promoting each student and  
graduate, with his or her distinctive combination of age, sex, gender (including gender identity and gender expression), race, 

ethnicity, religion, national origin, disability, sexual orientation, veteran status or military service, and socio-economic            
background, brings a creative, innovative, and valued new workforce to our family of employers. 

 
Title IX is a federal law that protects individuals from discrimination based on sex and gender in educational programs or              

activities, including the provision of career services. Mines takes its Title IX obligations seriously and is committed to providing      
a campus community free from gender-based discrimination. Gender-based discrimination, including sexual harassment,           
sexual violence, stalking, and domestic violence, is prohibited within the Mines campus community. It is important to note        

that Mines policies regarding Title IX apply to any individuals who come to the Mines campus or interact with Mines students, 
faculty or staff on or off campus. Through this notice, recruiters and employer representatives are advised that any form                           

sexual harassment and sexual violence against Mines students, faculty and staff is strictly prohibited.  Similarly,                              
Mines community members are prohibited from engaging in sexually harassing or sexually violent behavior towards                

recruiters and employer representatives. If you or someone you know has been impacted by these issues within the Mines          
community, appropriate resources are found at: inside.mines.edu/POGO-Title-IX.  
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Professional career development is integral to the  
success of Mines graduates and to the mission of 
Mines. All Colorado School of Mines students will  
benefit by working with the Career Center to  acquire 
the necessary job search skills.  The purpose of this 
book is to provide you with the tools and guidance 
that are instrumental to be successful in your future 
career goals. Career services are provided to all       
students and recent graduates, up to 24 months after 
graduation. Students must adhere to the ethical and 
professional business and job searching practices as 
stated in the  Career Center Student Policy, located on 
the student's homepage of DiggerNet. 

One-on-One Career Advising 

Finding your professional passion and ideal career path is a journey. The Career Advisors are 

equipped to help you with this process through exploration and evaluation of your interests, 
strengths, values, and skills.  

 
Resume, Cover Letter, and Follow-up Communication Assistance 

The Career Center staff can help you with creating a value-added resume or CV and strong     
customized cover letters that best present your qualifications for strong marketability and      
increase your conversion rate of resumes submitted to interviews obtained. Explore the resume 
and letter section of this manual for tips and samples. 
 

Professional Job Searching and Industry Panel Workshops 

Presented by Career Center staff and top company recruiters, over forty workshops a year are 
offered to all students, student groups, and in classroom presentations. Topics include: Resume 
Writing, Proactive Job Search, Interviewing Skills, Stand Out at Career Day, Networking, Business 
Etiquette, Social Media, Succeed at Your Internship, Contract Review/Negotiations, and more! 

 
Engineering Your Career Path Course  

This course is designed to provide the student with advanced career planning and job searching 
tools that are instrumental to be successful in obtaining internships, co-ops, research, and full-
time positions. This 1.0 credit course is strongly recommended for all students, with classes and 
assignments that are designed to give the student a head start through the transition from being 

a Mines student to the workforce. Top guest speakers, who are leaders in their industries,      
impart their valuable advice and tips directly to you. 

 
Practice Interviews  

Schedule an appointment for a practice interview with one of the Career Advisors, who will offer 
you ideas and feedback about your approach. For additional practice, the Career Center offers a 
convenient, free online interview system for Mines students. This mock interviewing module in 
DiggerNet  allows you to practice from the convenience of your home. 
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Career Day - A Campus Signature Event 

Each September and February, the Career Center sponsors a signature 
career fair, open to all students. Hundreds of companies, government 
agencies, and graduate schools bring information to exhibit. Recruiters 
talk about their organizations, projects,  and discuss internships as well 
as full-time career opportunities.  

Online Job Search System: DiggerNet 

DiggerNet is the Mines proactive, online recruiting system. Through this site, students can apply to jobs, keep 
track of  Career Center events, employer interviewing schedules, and research employment opportunities.  

 
On Campus Interviews 

Industry and government representatives visit the campus throughout the year to interview students for     
internships, job shadowing, co-op positions, and full-time jobs. These are scheduled through your DiggerNet 
account. 

 
Information Sessions 

Information Sessions are a valuable component to the student’s job search and career exploration. These are        
presentations where companies come to campus to invite students to learn about their company and career 
opportunities. A typical company information session is 1 – 1.5 hours and normally includes a company 
presentation, a question and answer period, refreshments, and time to speak directly with recruiters. 

 
Virtual Career Fair 

Held each year, Virtual Career Fairs are intense online events in which students and graduates can apply to 
companies with open positions without having to attend the event in person.  

 
Spring Launch Recruiting Event 

This recruiting events offer a small networking time with many interviews for internship or full-time positions.  

 
WIRED for Work!  

WIRED for Work is an event offering valuable practice for Career Day success. Recruiters are available for    
students and graduates to receive resume critiques from industry representatives and gain experience inter-
acting with employers in advance of Career Day 

 
Outcomes and Salary Data 

Updated annually, the Career Center collects and publishes data on the outcomes and starting salaries of all 
graduates, as well as internship and co-op compensation.  This information is found at mines.edu/careers.  

 
Accessibility   

Those individuals participating in Career Center activities and/or using career services, who have accessibility 
needs, concerns or requests are encouraged to contact Jane Cain at 303-273-3233, lcain@mines.edu.  
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Job Shadowing    

A short-term unpaid experience to investigate a particular profession or type of industry can be 
very valuable when exploring your career.  Visit various professionals from your chosen major – 
project manager, field engineer, consultant, regulator; they may all share the same major but 
have highly differing tasks and experiences. Approach this experience with the same job            
searching methods as any position.  

 
Full-time Employment  

The ultimate goal of students at Colorado school of Mines is a great career. Taking your hard-
earned skills and credentials and entering into a full-time position that is interesting and right for 
you brings great satisfaction.  The Mines Career Center works with students and recent graduates, 
from B.S. to PhD, providing career services for up to twenty-four months following graduation 
while you are actively seeking a full-time position.  

Internships 

Internships are an opportunity to use current abilities and skills, and develop industry-specific 
skills while working with professionals on projects of real value to the hiring organization. Duties 

vary according to degree level, courses completed, prior intern experience, and the needs of the 
organization. Most internships are 8-10 weeks full-time during the summer and are paid; some 
local ones may continue part-time into the academic year. Approximately 80% of Mines graduates 
each year indicate some form of relevant experience before graduation. Internships can clarify 
your career focus; and they are becoming more and more important for employers to see on the 
resume of applicants. 

 
Cooperative Education (Co-Ops) 

Another option for relevant experience that is a win/win for both student and employer is the     
co-op, combining  employment of at least six months full-time work, followed by an academic por-
tion which earns elective credit. The longer commitment allows a student to truly integrate into 

an organization’s staff, with more responsibility and continuity in projects.  See the Career Center 
for more information . 

 
Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) 

Undergraduate research programs are for students wanting a more in-depth view of interesting 
projects, or who may already be considering graduate school as a possible future step.  At schools 
across the country, National Science Foundation awards grants for specific projects and offers    
stipends for students to join research teams. Colorado School of Mines also offers research         
positions for undergraduates. Watch DiggerNet for these great opportunities to work alongside       
dedicated faculty and graduate level researchers.  

Choosing Your Career Path 

Whether your interests lie in the direction of industry, research, policy, health and medicine, 
teaching, humanitarian or non-profits, or perhaps creating and managing your own business, the 
skills and characteristics you develop at Mines give you a foundation for success. Seek experiences 
to verify your choices and build a resume that will move you forward.  DiggerNet has a variety of 
possibilities beyond those which may be considered traditional for your major. Plan your journey. 
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Strengths 

What if you really understood how to create more satisfaction and success in your efforts by 
building on your greatest talents—how you already most naturally think, feel, and behave. To  
know this allows you to use your energy and time in a most effective way, and will help you more 
clearly understand how you contribute in a team setting, and how your leadership style is mani-
fested. A strength is a talent that is productively applied.  It requires      intention and effort, but 
begins with self-knowledge. 

 
The CliftonStrengths® for Students assessment provides valuable insight into how you think and 
work and the most effective ways to have a positive effect.  Strengths assessment and evaluation 
is included as part of Mines’ 1-credit course, Engineering Your Career Path, or can be accessed for 
a small fee at shop.gallup.com/strengths.html. Answer the questions quickly and honestly to re-
veal your top talents, then come to one of the Strengths educators in the Mines Career Center for 
coaching in using your top 5 Signature Themes, turning them into true strengths for success. 
  
As you understand yourself and notice the wide variety of ways that others express their talents, 
you will find it useful to observe both the similarities and the differences with people you interact, 
developing an increased appreciation of others, and find new ways of  communication with your 

peers, faculty, and employers.  An added benefit is that you may have a clearer view of who best 
to partner to complement your strengths for studying and projects.   

  

Executing Influencing 
Relationship  

Building 
Strategic             
Thinking 

Achiever Activator Adaptability Analytical 

Arranger Command Connectedness Context 

Belief Communication Developer Futuristic 

Consistency Competition Empathy Ideation 

Deliberative Maximizer Harmony Input 

Discipline Self-Assurance Includer Intellection 

Focus Significance Individualization Learner 

Responsibility Woo Positivity Strategic 

Restorative  Relator  

Self Discovery and Mapping A Career Path 

You are a unique combination of factors including an innate  personality type, individual talents, and 
your natural most effortless way  to approach learning, working, and interacting in the world. Your 

self-awareness of these factors is critical in planning your career journey, which began by selecting 
Colorado School of Mines. Be sure to consider who you are and what you value while choosing your 
major and how and where you will create a career journey that is your own. 
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Personality Types 

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) is an assessment of our natural “preferences” that affect our comfort 
and success in individual situations or team interactions. Preferences have been compared to being right or 
left handed, as there is no “better” type or combination.  MBTI offers a matrix suggesting a basic type that can 
help clarify why each of us tends to think and act similarly to some and differently from others. These prefer-
ences do not limit us from using some functions more common in other types (an example would be comfort 
with public speaking). What is typical is that we return to our true type for “energy recharging” after such situ-
ations. Speak to a career advisor if you would like more information.  

Interests and Values 

Interests and values are important indicators of how satis-
fied and successful you will be in a chosen career. Career 
Finder within DiggerNet under Resources provides a Hol-
land code which classifies your interests in particular activ-
ities and settings, comparing answers to those of adults 
with satisfying careers. Suggested careers may  provide a 
foundation for a discussion with a Career Advisor. 

 
Resources for Self Discovery 

Talk with a Mines Career Center counselor and use reports from assessments to help answer the following 
questions:  What am I good at?   What is my passion? What do I enjoy doing?   How do I learn?   Where do I go 
from here? 
 

Realistic  Practical, physical, hands-on 

Investigative  Analytical, scientific, explorative 

Artistic  Creative, original, spontaneous         

Social  Collaborative, supporting, helping 

Enterprising  Competitive, leading, persuading 

Conventional  Detail-oriented, organized, orderly        

Myers-Briggs Preferences 
E (Extroversion) 

Gets energy from the outer world of 
people and experiences. Focuses energy 

and attention outwards in action. 

WAYS TO DIRECT AND RECEIVE    
ENERGY 

I (Introversion) 
Gets energy from the inner world of 

reflections and thoughts. Focuses    
attention inwards in reflection. 

S (Sensing) 
Prefers real information coming from 

the five senses. Focuses on what is real. 
WAYS TO TAKE IN INFORMATION 

N (Intuition) 
Prefers information coming from      

associations. Focuses on possibilities 
and what might be. 

T (Thinking) 
Steps out of situations to analyze them 
dispassionately. Prefers to make deci-
sions on the basis of objective logic. 

WAYS TO MAKE DECISIONS 

F (Feeling) 
Steps into situations to weigh human 
values and motives. Prefers to make 

decisions on the basis of values. 

J (Judging) 
Prefers to live life in a planned and orga-
nized manner. Enjoys coming to closure 

and making a decision. 

WAYS TO APPROACH THE OUTSIDE 
WORLD 

P (Perceiving) 
Prefers to live life in a spontaneous and 
adaptable way. Enjoys keeping options 

open. 

Assessments and Career Planning - Putting It All Together   
Record your results with thoughts about majors,  internships, and future careers. 

 Record your MBTI _____________ and Interest Codes _________________  
 List your Top 5 StrengthsQuest Themes and keywords from your report:  

       _______________________________________________________________   
       _______________________________________________________________   
       _______________________________________________________________      
       _______________________________________________________________       
      ________________________________________________________________ 
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David Lau’s Assessments and Creating a Career Exploration Plan 

“It was interesting to see my StrengthsFinder Top 5 were Restorative, Strategic, Developer, 

Achiever, and Input – I read my full reports and saw how they confirmed I was meant to be 

an engineer. In addition, my MBTI (ESTJ) and Interests (Realistic, Investigative, Conventional) 

matched me pretty well.  I’ve always been taking things apart and then putting them back 

together (Realistic/Sensing/Restorative), wanting to understand how and why things work (Conventional/

Thinking); and I like to problem-solve improvements (Strategic). It is true I spend lots of time and work hard to 

figure things out (Investigative/Achiever). School is going well because I do have good organizational skills 

(Conventional) and keep focus on my long-term goals (ESTJ/Achiever). Studying is best with my friends where I 

can share ideas (Developer/Input/Social); I am thinking about being a tutor, though I think I want to work out in 

the field, not be a teacher like the RIASEC suggests.  Being only slightly Extroverted, I can pull it together to do 

presentations in  EPICS, but then I need to take a break by going for a hike or just hanging out with one or two 

friends.  It seems there is something in every major here that would satisfy my curiosity, but I want a job where 

I can be analytical …and get my hands dirty fixing things, maybe working in a small team. A combination of  

looking for solutions to problems and working outside has me leaning toward the energy or environment fields. 

But I’m open to learn more about other majors.  My plan is to apply for internships and go to information      

sessions to find out more.” 

My Assessments and Plan for Creating a Career Exploration Plan  

Use this space to summarize your assessments and some thoughts on majors and careers. 

     

     

     

     

     

STRENGTHS 
Executing 

Influencing 
Relationship Building 

Strategic Thinking 
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Graduate School 

Graduate school is another option for career development for approximately 25-30% of graduates 
from Mines. Continuing with a graduate program in a current major or choosing an alternative  
direction in engineering, science, business, medicine or law school can be part of your long-term 
career path. Beginning to research options in your late-Junior or early-Senior year can you help 
career options and preparing for the application and funding process. Resources to use include 
your: departmental faculty, your Career Advisor, and the Mines Graduate School Department. 

The decision to continue on to grad school can be influenced by many factors – whether it is a 
long-held goal to achieve a Master’s or PhD, or the realization that the type of career you want 
requires an advanced degree, it is a big decision that requires research,  planning, and attention to 
application processes.  Points to consider include:  
    Colorado School of Mines has many 5-year programs, allowing a seamless entry into some 

Master’s programs. Initial inquiry into the combined undergraduate/graduate program is        
recommended by the end of the Sophomore year so that acceptance of your formal              
application can be made sometime between the beginning of Junior year and the  stated     
requirement to be accepted by the end of registration, second semester Senior year.  When 
properly strategized, it is not unusual to begin taking Master’s level courses while still         
completing your Bachelor’s degree. Plan ahead for submitting your application to the Office of 
Graduate Studies and notify the Career Center when you have been  accepted. 

    A separate degree program at Mines or graduate school at another university may be in your 
plans. This may be in alignment with your undergraduate degree, or may be something      
completely different that uses your well-developed abilities to research, analyze, and creative 
problem solving.  Business, law, medicine, and many other professional studies have been  
pursued by Mines graduates.  

 Several online resources specialize in graduate school exploration: 

 www.usnews.com/best-graduate-schools 

 www.gradschools.com 

 www.phds.org/graduate-school 
 Applications generally require successful completion of standardized examinations.  This will 

vary depending on the institution and the program. Examples are listed below.   

General GRE www.ets.org/gre 

Medical School MCAT www.aamc.org/students 

Dental School DAT www.ada.org/dat.aspx 

Law School LSAT www.lsac.org 

Business & Management GMAT www.gmac.com 

(Measures English Proficiency) TOEFL www.ets.org/toefl/ 
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Applying to Graduate School 

In addition to the school specific application, other requirements may include transcripts from all colleges 
attended, letters of recommendation, essays based on specific topics within your field (measuring writing 
ability and background), and/or a Statement of Purpose or Letter of Intent, detailing: 

 Overall career goals and how that specific institution plays a part in those goals. 

 Understanding how the program is an important step toward your personal and professional goals. 

 Your preferred choice of type of research topic, mentioning  faculty, but without limiting options. 

Requesting Letters of Recommendation 

Throughout your years as a student and an alumni, developing good working relationships with your faculty 

is imperative.  In addition to fostering success and enjoying your academic courses, this type of inclusion of 
your professors, and showing them your appreciation for their dedication to your education can result in 
more opportunities for you.  Undergraduate research may be an option where faculty will be able to both 
mentor you, and assess your abilities in the field you have chosen.  When asking for new  letters of               
recommendation, it is important to remember the following: 

 Be gracious and appreciative when making such a request. 

 Plan ahead and allow plenty of time for the letter to be completed. 

 Provide specific instructions how letter is to be submitted for the application process. 

 Provide the letter writer with your most  current resume or CV to highlight your past activities.  

Sample Statement of Purpose 

 
“Many issues have complicated technical elements that are deeply intertwined within environmental, socio-economic, 

and political contexts.  As an engineer aware of these realities, I hope to be involved with national environmental policy 

making.  Meeting this goal will require my participation in environmental engineering graduate study through at least a 

Masters degree.  This university’s push to empower the next generation of civil engineering leaders makes the institu-

tion an ideal place to pursue this goal. 

For example, Dr. ____’s specialization in using numerical models to predict the interactions between pollutants and 

water sources allows him the ability to recommend in-situ remediation techniques.  Fluid mechanics is fascinating to   

me and I have always found greater mathematical descriptions of problems alluring.  The research is important as it  

will provide policy makers technical tools and methods for environmental remediation of groundwater sources.   

I hope to champion sustainable use of groundwater and help focus efforts on groundwater remediation by my role as a 

consulting engineering and policy maker.  Talented consulting engineers have the ability to tackle challenging problems 

and bring public notice to technical issues.  I hope to be active in developing engineering practice that will help improve 

the quality of our water resources, for example through focused remediation of groundwater via numerical models.   

I relish the opportunity to interact with faculty like Dr. ______who approach water resources and management from a 

policy standpoint and Dr. ______, who is evaluating sustainable developmental water projects in the developing world.      

I hope to be involved with projects like the ones Dr. ____, Dr. _______ and Dr. _____ are pursuing.  Working on projects 

like theirs will help me challenge my preconceptions about greater water issues and aid my development of a larger-

scale vantage point to approach these issues.  This understanding will aid my communication of water supply problems 

to policy makers and the general public. 

Ultimately, I hope to be involved in engineering education after a career in consulting.  I desire to help develop future 

leaders through education... My career will be a success if I can understand the context of engineering within society, 

make connections between engineering practices and policy, and pass on my knowledge and experience to supplement 

future engineers’ educations.                                                                     (Excerpt from Mines BS Civil Engineering Graduate) 
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  Tools, Strategies and Tactics 

Finding a job is often compared to planning a trip. The process requires deciding on your            

destination and your means of transportation. A very good career map helps to assure that you 

arrive at the right place on time.  This section of the Career Manual is designed to give you a    

continual career path, starting you off on the right foot so that the time you spend in your search 

will be gainful. It is followed by defining the details of each step for engineering your job search, 

such as: resume and letter writing, interviewing, standing out at Career Day, dressing for success, 

and business etiquette and ethics. A proactive job search is really a series of ten primary steps: 

Self Analysis and Goals 

WHAT IS YOUR PASSION AND WHAT CAN YOU DO? A job search starts with yourself.  Consider 
your values, skills, talents, strengths, and weaknesses. Write about not only your technical and 
soft skills and  education, but what you like doing (such as designing, problem-solving, etc.) What 
has been your prior work experience? What are your strengths? What are your extracurricular 
and/or volunteer activities?  

 
WHICH ENVIRONMENTS APPEAL TO YOU? In which kind of setting do you function best: office, 
field, lab, traveling, big corporation, small company, global organization? Ask yourself, what is        
important to you now: money, location, quality of life, career advancement? And prioritize! 

 
Build lists of ideas, interests, and career goals and then determine how these fit into an              
organization. Writing down your answers to these questions clarifies your thinking and gives you a 
place to make adjustments and additions as you go along.  Once you have begun, writing a        
statement of short and long term career goals may be very useful. Although you may not want to 
put an objective on your resume, the practice of writing one will be extremely valuable in helping 
you to identify your career path and the next step. For this purpose your objective can be                
somewhat longer and more inclusive than it would be if you were to put this on your resume.  
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Industry and Company Research  

One of the most common complaints from recruiters is that students do 
not research their company before an interview or when they meet them 
at a recruiting event. Don't let that be you! Employer research is critical! 
There are many ways to conduct company research. First, DiggerNet will 
allow you to see who is currently hiring, coming to Career Day or a re-
cruiting event, and holding information sessions. The system will also link 
directly to the company’s website. Most companies provide information 
about their products, services, and business locations on their website. While viewing the  company‘s web-
site, you can make note of the company mission statement, current projects, size of company, etc. Most will 
provide employment and college recruiting information. Each website is  going to be a wealth of information, 
allowing you to identify the most important elements. 

 
Websites, such as LinkedIn, Facebook, and YouTube, will provide you with great company information and in 

some cases, contacts. Other sources of information can include scientific journals, corporate annual reports, 
business publications, and professional journals for more inspiration. The Mines library has resources in     
paper and electronic form. Articles in the business sections of newspapers can also suggest leads. One of the 
best ways to learn about a particular area of work is to talk to people doing that work. For guidance on     
conducting an "informational interview," see page 42 or come to the Career Center.  Questions to research: 

 What are they best known for (their major achievements, awards, current positive news, etc.)?  
 What are their services, products, and/or key projects? 
 What are their locations (and how many)?  
 What is the mission statement and long-term strategies? 
 Who is the leadership and who are the competitors?  
 What is the size of the company and the various divisions and subsidiaries?  
 What type of development programs do they have for interns or new grads? 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Employers Give You the Scoop….Student Blunders in Their Job Search  

Asking "So what does your company do?" or "Where are your locations?" or something similar which suggests you have 
not done any homework. Compare this to those students who have done their research and you know very quickly whose  
resume moves to the A list and who is on the B list. 

Goldcorp 
 

First sentence: "Are you hiring freshmen?" Instead, introduce yourself and mention you're a freshman majoring in X and 
are interested in internship opportunities. Then, demonstrate some awareness of our company. 

Marathon 

 

Resources for Organizational Research:  

 DiggerNet 
 Company webpages 
 LinkedIn  
 Information Sessions 
 Career Day Program Guide 

 Glassdoor 
 YouTube 
 Google 
 Yahoo 
 Facebook 

 

 Forbes 
 Trade journal articles  
 U.S. Chamber of Commerce 
 Company annual reports 
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Implementing A Strategic Job Search 

When implementing a job search, it is important to remember the five “P”s: planning, preparation,      
practice, personal appearance, and performance. As with any activity, the more effort you put into your job 
search with the five “P”’s, the better the results. The two things which most frequently stall a job search 
are not investing enough time on it and not following up carefully on contacts. Follow-up may be managed 
by phone, letter and/or email. Further details can be found in the section titled “Business Communications 
and Follow-up”. To implement a strategic job search, ask yourself the following questions:  

 How much time are you spending in the search? Like your study time, it is best to set a standard 
time each week to perform your job search activities.  

 What follow-up techniques are you using?  
 Are you calling or emailing when you say you will?  
 Are you taking the initiative or waiting for companies to call?  
 Are you sending thank you letters after interviews and networking events?  
 Are your marketing materials (resumes, letters, LinkedIn profile, emails) of high quality,         

accurate and professionally presented? Sometimes updating these materials and sending a    
revised version  to reconnect with employers will give you an edge. 

 And finally, attend job searching workshops and make an appointment with the staff in the   
Career  Center to discuss individual alternate strategies and ideas.  

 

Keep on top of the main recruiting times. Although the first week of recruiting for each semester starts 
at Career Day, you should be working on your job search strategy and tasks in advance. The best goal is to 
be prepared for this first week well in advance. These huge Career Day events are held in February and       
September of each year and are heavily attended by company representatives seeking to hire  students for 
positions. In addition, many information sessions and on-campus interviews will start that week. Refer to 
DiggerNet and the Career Day Tips sections of this guide on strategies for standing out during this first 
week of the semester. Other networking and recruiting events through the semester are also vital to a 
proactive search if you are seeking a job.  

 

In addition to DiggerNet, external job search websites can offer other sources of postings. Be sure to join 
the Career Center LinkedIn Group, as employer reps are   also part of our group and talk about their com-

pany and/or jobs. Finally, a contact through your personal "network" (family, social, academic or profes-
sional) may lead to a "key" person within a company who knows of a position. You may be able to arrange 
for an informational interview just to discuss general topics without having a specific job opening in mind.    
Sometimes such meetings may lead to the perfect match of abilities and need or, at the very least, to a   
referral to another lead.    
 

Record keeping is very important to carefully maintain your contacts. Set up a spreadsheet to record 
your information. Include the name of the company, contact person and their title, email address and the 
date of contacts.  

 

Advice from a Student…. 

“I was not really the type of student who was "super proactive" about job searches, but after attending  a Career 
Center presentation and reading The Mines Strategy book, it really put me in gear for finding a job.”    

  D.S, Bachelor of Science Geology and Geological Engineering 
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Applying for Jobs and DiggerNet 

The Mines Career Center offers many ways to connect with employers and apply for jobs. Students 
and recent graduates should actively use DiggerNet, where companies who value the high quality of 
Mines’ education post internships, co-ops, and entry-level full-time jobs. Apply here for jobs and  
register to attend information sessions and workshops that will get you ahead. Search efficiently 
and successfully!  

Home   

This page features announcements from the Career Center and  quick links to jobs and interviews 
for which you qualify, career-related events, summaries of your job search activities, notifications of 
new postings for your favorite employers, and more!  

 

Jobs   

Use the Jobs I Qualify For link, then create an Advanced Search and Saved Search, setting it to alert 
you of new jobs by email.  Read  job descriptions  and, if they seem right for you, click on the APPLY 
button, or  save for later review by clicking on the star. Remember, a good cover letter will give you 
an advantage.  If instructed, also complete any accompanying corporate application. Since it is a 
separate database, be sure you repeat the Saved Search  process using On-Campus Interviews I 
Qualify For.  After applying, and as the date nears, you will be notified if you are Invited (first to 
choose an interview time), Alternate (if any slots  remain), or Pending/Not Invited (networking at 
information sessions may still help you acquire an interview.) 

 

Profile    

All students are uploaded with a brief profile. To begin using DiggerNet,  go to the My Account tab, 
accept conditions in the Policies and complete all items with an asterisk. Be sure to use your Mines 
email. Contact the Career Center for any changes that need to be made in DiggerNet for your listed 
Degree , Major, and Graduation Date. The system pulls this information for relevant jobs. Profile is 
an optional area to complete as you wish; it is not seen by others unless you actively send a link. 

 
Documents  

A quality resume must be uploaded to see the APPLY button.  For additional impact, use customized 
cover letters to highlight your strengths and interest.  Examples are in this manual. Additional            
documents  may also be uploaded. 

 
Employers  

More than 5,000 companies and organizations are represented in DiggerNet; Employer Directory is 
a great resource for research. 

 

Resources—Document Library 

The Career Finder, Mock Interviews, Career Day Guides, and more resources are available here. 
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Resume Basics 

Now that you have started your college career, it is time to create your professional resume. The   
purpose of your resume is to get you an interview. There are several different kinds of resumes for 
different  purposes. This first section will talk about the most commonly used resumes for stu-
dents and new graduates at Mines, an industry resume. This is a condensed, easy to read sum-
mary of your qualifications and achievements. For most graduates, one page is the best length. If 
you have five years of  industry experience and / or a graduate level degree, you may need to use 
two pages, but not more than two pages total. Do not crowd the page; leave intentional "white 
space" in order to make it easy to read. The three primary styles of industry resumes are chrono-
logical, functional, and combination.  

 

 

Header  

A header is the first part of your resume. This header will also be used for cover letters, thank-you 
letters, and reference lists, allowing for a professional, cohesive look to your job search package. 
This should have your name, address, email, phone number, and LinkedIn address.  

 
Objective/Summary 

An objective is an optional component to a resume and not necessary. This can be negative if too 

customized. If the resume is formatted correctly and/or accompanied by a great cover letter, an 
objective isn’t needed. An exception is when the goals of the job searcher are different than what 
the resume may convey (i.e. just graduated and going on to grad school;   seeking an internship 
rather than full-time). For someone with 5+ years of experience, using a professional summary 
format with goals included is more effective than an objective.  

 

Chronological  
Experience is listed in reverse chronological 
order by date and company. List your most 
pertinent work experience into categories 

such as "Professional Experience" and listing 
less important work into a second category, 
"Other Employment."  

Functional  
Focus is on the individual's qualifications and 
skills with less emphasis on dates and         
company affiliation. The skills-based functional     

format can often be effectively utilized by  
people without work experience directly     
related to their current job objectives.  

Important “don’ts” 
 Don’t use a photograph, logos, or graphics.  
 Don’t falsify information. 
 Don’t have personal data, such as height, 

weight, marital status, condition of health.  
 Don’t include personal references on your        

resume!  This is a separate document. 
 Don’t use underlines or italics on resume… 

sometimes these don’t scan correctly. 

Important to Include 
 Use action verbs and keywords!  
 Check for accurate spelling, grammar and 

punctuation (proofread). 
 Use concise sentences and avoid           

over-writing.  
 Neatness counts. Standardize the look 

and feel of each section with prior         
sections. 

Resume Tips from Recruiters... 

“Include EPICS projects, labs, senior projects etc. that would give us a  better idea of their technical 

knowledge.” 

Ball Aerospace 
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Education 

For college students and recent graduates, this section should be at the top. This allows the recruiter to see 
which field the individual is seeking and what type of employment they are looking to obtain. Tips: 

 Current school is listed at the top. High school will only stay on your resume until you earn a college GPA. 
 List the grad date, justified to the right of the school name, not the date of attendance. This quickly lets the 

recruiter know if you are looking for full-time or an internship.  
 List the title of your degree or diploma with your major field of study. If you have not officially declared 

your major, just list Bachelor of Science versus undecided.  
 GPA’s are a way for some recruiters to determine quickly whether or not you qualify for a job. If a GPA is 

3.0 or higher it should be displayed in a prominent place in this section. GPAs that are 2.5 – 2.9 are good 
and should be on your resume, but perhaps under the major. If your GPA is under 2.5, it should not be on 
the resume.  

Technical and professional Skills 

This section is designed to highlight your strengths to the company and set you apart from the list of              

applicants. Recruiters realize that you are a current college student or recent grad with basic level skills. Even 
so, they want to gain a brief idea about your abilities, so it is important to list these and keep them up-to-date. 
Skills can be obtained through classes, labs, projects,  sports, clubs, previous employment, etc. Keep in mind 
that  recruiters search resumes using industry-specific keywords. Engineering and technical skills can be listed 
at the top of this section; professional and general skills are important and should be listed, but at the end of 
the list. To save room, skills should be grouped together. Certifications, languages and even work  authorization 
can be listed in this section if applicable. 

 
Work Experience 

The purpose of this section is to include all applicable work experience, paid and unpaid, full-time and part-
time. Various titles can be used, such as Work Experience, Engineering Experience, Professional Experience, or 
Other Experience. Begin with the most recent experience. List the company name, the title of the position you 
held, the location of the employer, and the dates in which you held the position. Stress your accomplishments 
and the skills used to get results. Start with an action verb to give an action-oriented description of your work. 
If you were in a non-related job, stress the skills that are transferable. Your accomplishment must grab the 
reader, and quantify the results; Were you responsible for a project? Did you increase profits?  

Projects  

Mines students have a great opportunity to start gaining valuable team project experience as soon as their 
freshman year through design courses; some students obtain project experience even before they come to 
Mines through engineering camps, high school, etc. A variety of titles can be used, such as Project Experience, 
Engineering Projects, Team Project Experience, or Technical Projects. List the class and project title in bold and 
your role on the team. Start with an action verb to give an action-oriented description of the project tasks,   
requirements, your work, and results. 

 

Other Sections 

These sections are very important as they show that you go over and beyond just your basic academics and 
work. List no more than the most important 3 – 4 items for each section. 

 Associations – List the full name. If you are an officer or on a committee, this is important to mention.  
 Volunteer Work – List the name of the organization, the activities, and if it is a project-oriented event. 
 Awards and Achievements - Keep these to a minimum.  
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Basic Skills You Could Obtain as a Freshman 

 Computer:  SolidWorks, Mathematica, Microsoft Excel, Outlook, Word, PowerPoint. 
 Laboratory:  Safety measures, titrations, and documentation. 
 Communication:  Public speaking, technical writing.  
 Other:  Organized, problem-solver, good team and leadership skills. 

 

Additional Skills You might add as a Sophomore 

 Computer: AutoCAD, software, hardware,  programming languages (including Python and C++). 
 Laboratory: Sample preparation. 
 Other: Independent research. 
 

Action Verbs to emphasize Skills and Keywords 

Though keywords may impress a computer enough to get your resume to the hiring manager's desk, you still 
have to impress that live human being enough to keep it out of the trash. As any writer will tell you, the key to 
compelling marketing of your value lies in the action words: verbs. Use action words to clearly describe your 
experience and  accomplishments. Here are a few actions words* to get you started:  

achieved  composed  edited  informed  originated  reviewed 

acquired  condensed  eliminated  installed oversaw  revised 

adapted  conducted  enabled  integrated  performed  selected  

addressed  constructed  enforced  interpreted  planned  separated  

administered  contracted  established  interviewed  prevented  set up  

analyzed  converted  evaluated  launched  produced  simplified  

assembled  coordinated  expanded  led programmed  solved  

assessed created  explained  maintained  promoted  surveyed  

assisted  cultivated  forecasted  managed  provided  staffed  

audited  demonstrated  formed  marketed  publicized  strategized 

boosted designed  founded  minimized  published  structured 

budgeted  developed  generated  motivated  recommended supervised 

built devised  guided  negotiated  recruited  taught  

calculated  delivered hired  obtained  reorganized  tested  

changed  discovered  implemented  operated  reported  trained  

coded dissected Improved ordered researched transformed 

collaborated  drafted  improvised organized  resolved     utilized 

 
*National Association of Colleges and Employers (NACE) recommended list. 

Resume Tips from Recruiters... 

“Stick with one page, be prepared to elaborate on prior internships and do 
not overstate your roles and responsibilities, be prepared to discuss the   
details of recent projects and accomplishments.”                 

 Weber Metals 

“The goal of a resume is to get you an interview, not the position.”  
Woodward 
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Resume Basics 

A recruiter will typically spend 20-30 seconds on each resume. It should give just enough information so that 

the reviewer wants to find out more about you. He or she should see a fit between your skills and the     
company’s needs. Several layouts may be used but in general the resume should be neat, easy to read, and     
printed on one side only of good quality paper. Paper should be white or off-white with no bright colors. 
Mines Career Center tips are based upon direct input from employers who seek top students from Mines.  

 

Include both current 

and your permanent  

address if looking for 

jobs near  home! 

Most  of your high 

school  information 

will be dropped after 

your first year at 

Mines. 

Projects done in high 

school  will remain on 

resume  until  you 

have newer college-

level projects. Arrange your resume 

for a  true purpose.  

For example if you 

need scholarships,    

service, classes, and 

leadership will be 

more detailed and 

higher on the page. 

You have many  of 

the skills and good 

qualities employers 

want—OWN THEM! 

Jobs like these show 

responsibility, plus 

strong work ethic, 

and people skills. 

Look for additional 

opportunities such as 

active campus clubs,         

volunteer work and 

student associations. 

Watch your enjoy-

ment and experience 

grow! 

Include your LinkedIn   

on the header. 
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The Federal Job Resume    

One special resume format is for application to Federal positions.  Detailing   projects, abilities, and 

experiences to demonstrate a wide variety of qualities is desirable and may expand a resume to 

three pages or more.  It is best to utilize the resume builder at usajobs.gov while tailoring it to a 

specific job description’s tasks, skills and qualifications.  Save this and revise it to match the details 

of other positions you are interested in. It is extremely important to match desired skills with your 

experience (paid and unpaid experience is valued).   Pathways is a program specifically for current 

students and new graduates, with federal opportunities including internships for BS, MS, PhD cur-

rent students,  full-time Recent Graduates Program for BS, MS, PhD graduates up to two years fol-

lowing graduation, plus a very competitive Presidential Management Fellows Program for MS and 

PhD applying within two years after degree completion.  The Mines Career Center staff can assist 

you in understanding this very specialized form of a resume. Another resource that is specifically 

dedicated to helping you  effectively apply for federal jobs is www.gogovernment.org. 

Veterans       

Those with U.S. military experience can be assured that their skills and character are appreciated 

by employers recruiting at Mines. You will find names of many of the companies attending Mines 

Career Days and posting positions in DiggerNet on any list of top military-friendly organizations. 

For veterans seeking non-government careers,  being aware of how tasks performed in the military 

context can be translated to transferable skills is important.  Although some companies might un-

derstand and value terminology used in military service, it is better to avoid abbreviations or           

acronyms.  Focus on actions and developed abilities that are valuable in a civilian context.  For 

those wanting to pursue civilian careers in U.S. Government, the website www.fedshirevets.gov 

answers frequently asked questions, with a listing of federal agencies and  specific contacts at 

those agencies.   

The Experienced Applicant Transitioning to a New Career 

For anyone returning to earn a degree in a totally different career field, the resume must clearly 

state the career transition, and show the value of prior experience in a concise way that employers 
will read and quickly be engaged to learn more.  For this, a “less is more” rule prevails  in order to 
focus the skillset on the needs of the employer, though a two-page resume may still result.  Work 
with the Career Center to highlight the most relevant transferable skills. 

 Insert a summary of your current career path, and mention a few skills from your previous job 

experience that particularly match the employer’s needs.  

 Lead with Education, but create a layout of  skills and employment based on the job priorities. 

 Be ready to develop more than one resume if your interests include varied expressions, e.g. an 
aerospace resume, an energy/utilities resume, a non-profit resume.  

 Quantify responsibilities/ accomplishments. For example: “Proposed and tracked $500K annual 
departmental budget.  Only division to meet deadlines and budget during past three years.” 
Such wording of achievement reveals problem solving and leadership abilities clearly. 

http://www.fedshirevets.gov
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Here are some tips to consider, as you take the sum total of your experience and organize or customize     

your CV for application to a specific position:   

 For the summary, specify three or four skills that match the employer’s needs. This summary may        
be structured as either a short introductory paragraph or with the highlights in a “bullet” format.  

 Determine the layout based on the priorities of the position sought:  academia, research, or industry. 
For example, instructional experience, mentoring, and research will float to the top when seeking a 
teaching position, but will be considered  “Other Experience” if it is a position in manufacturing that is 
targeted for your career path. 

 When there is extensive experience critical to the position sought, lead with this relevant experience, 
rather than educational background. Place  “Education”  lower on the CV, noting degrees and dates. 

 Thesis work is described depending on purpose of the CV - the same activity could be described either 
as practical tasks for an industry position, or with more theory and results for a research position.   

 

Advanced Resumes—M.S. and PhD 

Putting together an effective resume for a Master’s or PhD student with significant experience is very different 

than constructing one for a typical B.S. or M.S. student without industry internships.  With greater experience, 
your resume should showcase your advanced knowledge and research skills that will demonstrate what you 
can deliver to solve problems or contribute to performance and profitability. It is very important that you cus-
tomize your resume to display your skills and experiences that will align with the organization’s needs.  

The Curriculum Vitae (CV)    

A proper Curriculum Vitae is something that every professional should develop and carry through the years, 
adding to it as more experience and relevant activities are acquired. In addition to submission of a CV for  when 
applying for positions in the fields of academia and research, this expanded  document may be expected  when 
applying for positions with organizations outside the United States. Clarify if this is true if employers use the 
term “CV” in a posting, or if a more concise “resume” is actually requested. An experienced candidate often 

brings a history of actions and proven results that will expand a CV to much more than two pages.  Be sure the 
length is appropriate. Below your contact information on the CV will be listed, in varying amounts of detail and 

in order dependent on the position type (academia or industry), many of the  following sections: 

 

 Objective specifying career path. 
 Summary of relevant qualifications. 
 Education beginning with graduate degrees 

earned, then undergraduate degrees. 
 Listing of all relevant course work. 
 Experience in research. 
 Description of dissertation.  
 Publications (those already published, in process, 

or pending submission) in proper form, with dates. 
 Presentations.  
 Professional licenses and certifications. 

 Technical skills. 
 Professional memberships. 
 Academic and/or professional awards.   
 Continuing education seminars. 
 Grants and fellowships. 
 Committee involvement and leadership. 
 Work experience – paid or unpaid. 
 Community service and volunteer work. 
 International experience, foreign language, 

current passport. 
 References. 
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Business Communications 

Business communications are an extremely important part of the job search strategy.  From the 
initial contact through the response to an offered contract, written communications can be the 
key to your success. Beginning with a cover letter, including thank you and discussion letters that 
continue the conversation, your job search will end with your  acceptance or a declining letter.  
Every step of the way, your professional communications convey a great deal about you to your 
possible future employer. 
 

 

Steps to Creating the Perfect Cover Letter 

As you begin your application process, be sure you have the           
elements you need to write a cover letter. Use your resume header 
for a professional and cohesive look. Keep the letter to one page, 
with three or four well-organized paragraphs: 

 Introduction: what job applying for, who you are, and specific 
reasons why you want to be an employee of their company. 

 Matching tasks/skills: what specific experiences and skills meet their needs. 
 Additional relevant assets or experience: including “soft skills.” 
 Ask for the interview: Thank them for consideration, and request further discussion. 

“Make sure it's addressed 
(the cover letter) to the 
company that you are             
applying to - I saw several 
to other companies.”  

ConocoPhillips 

 

Cover Letter (initial contact) 

A customized cover letter can be the first  
factor in determining who will receive an  
invitation to interview. Projects and skill sets 
may appear similar amongst applicants, so a  
well-written cover letter, tailored directly to 

a company’s needs, presents value including 
vital communication skills, organization and 
attention to detail, enthusiasm and clear   
intention, business sense and strong work 
ethic, and enhancement of valued parts of 
the  resume. 

Thank You Notes (follow-ups)  

Every interaction with an employer, from an 
interview to a networking event, merits a 
short but timely thank you note. These are 
typically sent in the form of an email, with a 
clear subject line and concise but interesting 

text that includes something previously       
referenced. Include your resume to give the    
receiver ease  in forwarding your information 
to others. An additional handwritten, mailed 
note may be appreciated and viewed as      
expressing exceptional interest.  

Rules for Effective Communications 

Utilizing cover letters and other written com-
munications is important both to emphasize 
your value to the employer and to maintain a 
record of discussions. In order for these letters 
and emails to be effective, they must be of 
high quality, with  adherence to the following 
principles:  
· Base it on research of employer’s values. 
· Stating why you want to be part of team.  
· Long enough to engage but concise. 
· Well-formatted with correct spelling. 

Other Communications 

Other types of written communication can 
enhance connections with employers, such 
as to reconfirm interest when significant 
time has passed since a conversation was 
initiated or an application was submitted. It 
is of great importance to reply to job offers 
with appropriate questions to allow firm         
decisions to be made, and to decline offers in 
a congenial manner. Another proactive     
approach is to initiate contact with a         
preferred organization with no job postings.  
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Sample Job Description 

We are seeking a full time Geologist – New Graduate to join our team to perform feasibility, design, field       
engineering, and construction management services on a variety of projects. In addition, this team member 
will conduct field mapping and subsurface investigation, including permitting, drilling, sampling, assisting the 
Project geologist in preparation of work plans and reports, and maintenance of regulatory relations associated 
with geotechnical and engineering geology projects. Qualifications for this position include: 

 Bachelor's Degree in Geology, Earth Science or related major required 
 Master’s Degree in Engineering Geology, Geological Engineering, or related major desired 
 Proficiency in Microsoft Office including Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Outlook  
 Knowledge of software suitable for analyzing and presenting geologic data 
 Ability to pay attention to the minute details of a project or task 
 Ability to use thinking and reasoning to solve a problem 
 Ability to communicate effectively (written and verbal) 
 Desire to pursue Professional Geologist or Civil Engineering registration 

Using your personal 

header for ALL your 

documents shows 

professionalism. 
Date your letter, and 

enter the company 

address, using the 

term Hiring Manager 

if you do not have an 

individual’s name. 
Introduce your     

status as a Mines 

student and  which 

position you are 

applying for.  Say 

what interests you 

about this company. 
Know exactly what 

the company needs 

and in what order 

they value it. Use 

their own language to 

describe your fit. 

If you see more  

about the company     

culture you fit, add 

relevant information 

in a paragraph. You 

may make good   

specific connections. 

Thank the reader for 

the time to consider 

you and ask for an 

opportunity to talk 

further (an  interview). 
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Example of a Professional Bio – Steve Graduate 
 
Steve Graduate is a young professional who recently graduated from 
Colorado School of Mines with a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical  
Engineering. Currently he is working for Orbital ATK as a Hardware  
Systems Engineer. From a young age Steve expressed a strong interest 
in engineering and aerospace fields. This interest has led him to           

pursue a diverse work history in the robotics, aerospace technology 
and software.  As a student, Steve has worked on a variety of projects 
including an Albedo Radiation Satellite Collection Device for Lockheed 
Martin, a robotic landmine detector in response to the Cambodian Landmine Protection Agency, 
and as project team leader for the design, fabrication and flight of a Demo-Satellite Payload    
funded by the Colorado Space Grant Consortium and NASA. 
 
In addition to his work, Steve is actively involved with American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
(ASME), People to People Student Ambassador Program, and Habitat for Humanity. 

Career Portfolio 

A career portfolio is an organized collection of documents which will highlight your knowledge, 
skills, and abilities from a range of different experiences. Sample documents may include: awards, 
testimonials, academic achievements, recommendations, designs, publications, etc. This should be 
available in an electronic format and a hard copy in a professional binder.   

 
Career portfolios have multiple purposes and can be used throughout every step of the                 
professional’s career path. A career portfolio is used to: 1) market your talents, experiences, and 
results during job search activities;  2) showcase your attributes during the application process for 
grad schools;   3) give you the distinct advantage of thorough documentation when  preparing for 
a performance  evaluation, negotiating a raise, 
or seeking a promotion; and 4) supply you with 
the quality and quantity of essential information 
needed to compile a professional bio used in 
company staff summaries, proposals,             
conferences, or  publications.  

 
The primary reason to have a career portfolio 
early in your  professional career, however,  is to 
enhance your desirability as a job candidate, 
which can help you obtain a great  offer.         
Because this tool can become very large, very 
quickly, it is best to be selective about the      
documents prior to presenting them in an      
interview or review. Prior to displaying your 
portfolio, make sure that the information relates 
to the questions asked, and then inquire if it is 
acceptable to share specified samples from your       
portfolio. These can be great visuals and a relief 
from constant eye contact. 

Contents of a Career Portfolio 

Career portfolios should be organized and 
include the best examples of your:  
 Professional bio and picture 
 Summary of accomplishments 
 Awards and commendations 
 Academic achievements 
 Samples of professional achievements 
 Testimonials  
 Transcripts 
 Letters of recommendations.  
 Non-confidential technical reports 
 Project samples and designs 
 Proposal examples 
 Publications and published articles 
 Certificates of achievements 
 Professional licenses and certifications 
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Recommendations & References 

An important component of a career portfolio is references and written recommendations. A recommendation 
can dramatically increase your chance of moving from a "prospective"  candidate to "the employee" an         
employer has been seeking. The importance of references increases the further you move upwards in your   
career. Never use a name or contact as a reference without their permission. Remember to ask politely and 
know the person long enough before asking for the reference.  Talk with your references so they are prepared 
to describe your positive attributes. Make sure you have good contact information and keep it updated. Send a 
thank you note when someone provides a recommendation. There are four types of references: personal or 
character reference, academic reference, project reference, and most commonly, a work or professional       

Reference Format 

Use your resume header for a professional look. For example: 

Academic References 

An academic reference is for confirmation of learned 
experience, learning style or learning ability. An        
academic reference should be a college professor or 
some other teacher whose guidance you received.  

 
Personal References 

A personal reference is someone who is not related to 
you and has not worked with you, but can vouch for 
your integrity..  A mentor, minister or other  advisor 
who has known you at least a year could provide a 
strong character reference.  

Professional References 

Your employer or direct  supervisor, co-workers 
who worked closely with you, a client and/or a ven-
dor can be used as a professional reference. 

 

Project References 

Another great opportunity for engineering students 
to show strong teamwork skills is to provide project 
references. Who better to state your team           
contributions than someone whose   project grade 
and completion was contingent upon your good 
collaborative work efforts. 
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Social Media and personal branding 

A huge component in your job search effectiveness is how an employer’s online search of various social 
media sites reflects your professionalism, communications style, and career experience.  These sites are 
used both to “prescreen” those who have applied to their positions and to proactively find you.       
Managing this presence in a way that will draw employers to want to know you better is important. Be 
sure that the message you send is consistent, positive, and most importantly, professional. 

Your Online Presence 

 LinkedIn – this is THE professional   social 
media. Create your resume in the Profile, 
with keywords in both Summary and  
Specialties sections;   select a few Groups 
to join, including the Mines Career Center 
to expand  connections and see job      

discussions; do an Advanced Search of 
Companies and Jobs, using the relevant 
keywords they use. Cross-reference      
companies  and jobs in DiggerNet and 
utilize all resources. LinkedIn offers a 
world of possibilities, plus recruiters may 
look for you on LinkedIn.  

 Facebook – be aware that employers  
Google and check out your online 
“resume” to get a feel for your fit and 
professionalism.  You may be tagged by 
others. Be sure you know what              
employers see is what you want to        
project. Caution in privacy settings is no 
guarantee of good impressions. 

 Twitter – noting such positives as projects 
completed, goals progressing (e.g. if you 
schedule 3 interviews), will get you       
noticed. Make every Tweet professional. 
Observing is good, too, as many global             
organizations tweet current news, job 
openings, new projects, etc. 

 Instagram - As with others, companies  
use this forum to enhance awareness, 
branding, and check online profiles.  

 Google+ – create visual images of  your 
projects to enhance your branding. 

 Blog – whether you develop your own 
blog, or comment on the writings of     
industry bloggers you are following, you 
may be noticed for your insightful posts 
and active involvement. 

Constructing Online Power 

It is not enough to have LinkedIn, Facebook, 
Twitter, or other accounts. Devoting some     
attention to implementing your strategy with 
these important tools will produce in a positive 
result. Listed below are top tips to create an  
effective online presence.  

 Build profiles that focus on your strengths and 

attach samples of the work mentioned on your 
one-page resume, or even your 3-4 page CV. 
Be clear and concise on what you have to offer 
to all the  prospective       employers,  in tech-
nical and transferable skills.  

 Be very proactive in connecting with others.  
Seek out classmates,  professors, colleagues, 
but more importantly, join relevant groups. 
The Mines Career Center  and Alumni Linked-
In groups consists of       students, grads, facul-

ty, alumni, and many  recruiters who value the 
Mines-educated job seeker.  

 Give, as well as take, offering encouragement 
and links to ideas or articles.  

 Actively participate with companies you have 
an interest in: “Follow” on LinkedIn, “Like” on       
Facebook and Instagram, and “Tweet” if you 
have a professional comment. 

 Use the Jobs sections – plus notice if jobs are      
mentioned in discussions on the media sites. 

 Don’t ask directly for a job in emails or in the    

discussions. Maintain a positive, productive     
presence focused on strengths, achievements,  
and interests.  

 Plan, prepare, and practice. Set regular times 
to manage your social media sites for best   
results. 
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Your LinkedIn Profile 

LinkedIn is the social media most dedicated to career building. Use it effectively to  support your job search and 
continue to use it for professional networking throughout your career. 

Tips for Your LinkedIn Profile 

 Use a professional-looking photograph and an 
eye-catching headliner under your name, such 
as:  “Chemical Engineering Master’s  Student at 
Colorado School of Mines.”  

 Backgrounds that are relevant and not too busy 
will add a great visual that will help you to 
stand out among your peers.  

 Expand resume details for the Profile. You can 
attach your resume, while deleting contact   

information. 
 Ask for and offer recommendations and              

endorsements. 
 Search for Connections.  Invite others but     

protect your friends: Do not  let LinkedIn access 
your email; instead, use the “Invite by individu-
al email” link to add friends. 
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Career Day...you hear other students, faculty and even your parents talking 
about the importance of this…but what exactly is this and how can it help 
your career exploration and job search? Plain and simple,  Career Day    
consists of a group of employers, and a few grad schools, who are actively 
marketing to new candidates for a variety of positions.  

Career Day is a great opportunity for students to discover what types of 
companies they would like to work for because there is such a vast variety. 
If you aren’t looking for a job, this is a valuable time to practice your      

networking skills and also explore  majors. 

Prepare for Career Day  

 Create or update your resume. Have the 
Career Center review. Print plenty of 
copies. Upload in DiggerNet. 

 Review the Career Day Program Guide. 
Choose your top  10-15 companies to  

visit. 
 Perform basic research on each of the 

companies through DiggerNet, program 
guide, and company websites. If they 
have jobs posted, apply in advance. 

 Create and practice your personal 30-
second commercial. Your introduction 
should be slightly customized for each  
company. If the company can’t take your 
resume, use it as a talking point! 

 

“At Career Day, start with your least          

interested  position for pitch practice and to 

help boost your confidence” 

Sierra Nevada Corporation 

“Know what you want, be confident in your 
abilities; seek those who fit what you are 
looking for; and make a personal connection 
with whomever you are  speaking ” 

Hayward Baker 
 
“Treat each encounter with a company like 
an interview. Prepare an elevator speech 
prior to the fair - important to stand out in 
the recruiters' minds so we remember you.” 

Frito Lay 
 
“Dress in a suit or business casual as a      
minimum. Don't chew gum.” 

Ellwood Group 

Stand out During the Event 

 Dress professionally—suits are preferred; no less 
than business casual. 

 A smile and solid eye contact enhance your first  
impression. 

 Be confident in your presentation. Practice your 
30-second commercial.  

 Make sure you know who you are speaking with.  
Review your company notes just before speaking 
with the recruiters.  

 Talk about what interests you about the        
company; what  you 
have achieved in 
the past; and how 
your   experience 
fits the company’s 
needs. 

 Ask questions! 
 Ask for a business card at the end. If the               

recruiter does not hand those out, make sure 
you write down the full name of the person as 
soon as you are finished at the booth.  

 Turn the cell phone off...no texting, no calls, no 
sending Snapchats!!  

 Go to the Resume Drop area for opportunities. 
 Think outside the box. Be open to speaking with 

a company not on your list. 

Strong Follow  Through  
 Show the recruiters you appreciated their time by 

sending a thank-you, with resume attached,         
following the event.  

 Continue to apply for jobs through DiggerNet and 
check for companies who are interviewing          
on-campus. 

 Attend the company information sessions after   
Career Day. These will be listed in DiggerNet. 
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The 30-Second Introduction  

Clearly know what to say in any situation where you meet someone who may lead you to an interview.          
This includes Career Day, information sessions, organization meetings, and any social event.   

 Begin with a simple hello, quality handshake, your name, degree, major, grad date (or level). 
 Briefly describe your background to show enthusiasm and your skills that match their industry. 
 Highlight your three top qualities and how this relates to you being a good employee. 
 Tell them what you know about the company and describe the type of job you are interested in. 

“30-Second Introduction”   
 
“Hello. I’m David Lau and I’m a junior Engineering Physics major (at Colorado 
School of Mines).  I chose this discipline because it is one of the majors that gives 
me a deep understanding of the way things work and then great skills to apply to 
a variety of needs for industries from aerospace to energy and manufacturing. 
This summer, I had a fantastic time in our field session, using oscilloscopes and 
vacuum equipment and followed that with an internship where I could, in         
addition to my technical abilities, use my experience working with diverse teams, 
problem solving, and ability to be organized and detail oriented. I’d like to talk 
with you about the company’s latest project in Wyoming that I saw on your    

website, and the company’s new emphasis on setting the industry standard in both safety and high production. 
I’d like to actively help in reaching those goals.” 

My 30-Second Introduction: 
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Networking 

The old saying, “It’s not what you know, but who you know.”       
contains some  element of truth.  Networking is an important part of 
anyone’s career life. Your network is everyone you know….and who 
knows you.  Many jobseekers learn of job opportunities or get ideas 
leading to a position    because of the influence of someone in their 
“network” – this is why it is essential to grow and maintain a healthy 
network of formal (professional) and informal contacts. Networking 
is more than a job search strategy – it is a strategy for a strong     
professional development. In addition to career fairs, examples of networking events include  
company information sessions, virtual career fairs, alumni functions, professional association 
events, industry conferences, project  showcases, social media, and recruiting events. These are 
vital for career advancement.  

Information Sessions 

Information sessions are presentations where companies invite students to come and learn about 
their company and career opportunities. These are a  perfect opportunity to network with the  
recruiters prior to an interview, or to obtain an interview if one wasn’t offered. Students should 
dress business casual, as well as bring a pen, notebook, and a resume. It is best to sit a couple of 
rows from the front, take notes, and ask one or two brief technical questions at the end. As soon 
as all questions are finished, proceed to the front of the room to meet the recruiters, shake his or 
her hand, and give your 30-second commercial (sell yourself). 

 
Attend Networking Events and Professional Conferences 

 Many opportunities exist on and off campus where you 
will meet employer representatives and Mines alumni. 
Always ask for   business cards.   

 Have your self-introduction ready and well-practiced        
before you ever need it.   

 Actively encourage people to talk about themselves, their 
jobs, role in the company, and interests that you may 
share. Watch for future opportunities for you to be of 
help to them. 

 Write keywords on the back of the business card after    walking away – send follow-up emails, 
reminding the person who you are, reflecting some  details of the conversation and reminding 
them that you are actively job searching.  

 Connect with the person on LinkedIn. 
 Follow up and keep your connections updated. Let everyone know how the job search is going; 

continue interactions even after you have a job. Maintain positive relationships. 
 

Join Student Organizations 

For each major, there are on-campus branches of student organizations that are part of national 
professional organizations offering meetings with speakers who are successful in the field, social 
events, leadership training, scholarship opportunities, and conferences to expand your knowledge 
and circle of business acquaintances.  Joining is convenient and cost-effective. Check out all of the 
groups at studentactivities.mines.edu. 
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Dress to Impress 

“You never get a second chance to make a first impression.”  The first impression can be that of a 
professional ready to join the company; or it can be someone who is not taken seriously and 
passed over for a different candidate. When you are job seeking and at any type of function where 
recruiters will be attending (career fair, networking dinner, interview, etc.), it is always best to give 
consideration to your appearance. Employers want employees who dress appropriately for the 
job, are well groomed, and who are hygienic.  

FULL TIME JOB SEARCH 

 Professional appearance. 
 Suit or sport coat, jacket with dress slacks/ 

skirt/ dress  (appropriate length of skirt).  
 Dress shirt, blouse or plain shirt.  
 Dress shoes, nice flats or heels. 
 Minimal jewelry. Hair/ make up should be 

conservative. 
 

INTERNSHIP SEARCH 

 Professional appearance 
 Nice slacks, khakis, or skirt 
 Casual jacket, cardigan, sport coat 
 Nice shirt, sweater, blouse, or polo 
 Dress shirt with or without tie  
 Shoes and accessory rules still apply 
 

 
 Clothes that are clean and fit well, not too 

tight or too loose. 
 Clean and polished dress shoes or dress 

boots. 
 Well-groomed hair. 
 Cleaned/trimmed fingernails.  
 Clean teeth and fresh breath. 

 Minimize your use of cologne or perfume; 
make sure that you smell free of natural 
body odors, and other odors such as           
cigarette smoke. 

 No visible body piercing beyond the          
conservative. 

 Check your attire in the rest room just       
before your interview for a final check of 
your appearance. Make sure your shirt is 
tucked in, hair combed, everything in place! 

“Business casual is always good for events 
such as the career fair. Business professional 
is usually most appropriate for interviews. 
When in doubt - dress business professional.” 

ArcelorMittal 

“Dress up! The first impression is what makes 
you stick out.” 

Whiting Petroleum 

Dress for Less 

Goodwill, resale stores, and thrift shops        
can be a great resource for inexpensive     
business clothes. Be picky, take your time to 
go through the racks, and make sure it fits and 
is made well. Look through the items for   
damage. Take the clothing to the cleaner prior 
to wearing. 
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Interviews 

Each year, an average of 3,000—3,500 on-campus interviews occur at CSM, scheduled by the    
Career Center. Types of interviews include initial one-on-one, panel, phone, video (including 
Skype), second, and on-site interviews. From freshman to PhD, acquiring an internship or           
full-time position usually depends on full involvement and competence in the interview process. 

Watch DiggerNet in advance to submit applications with your resume and cover letter, then 
await recruiters’ pre-selection to discover if you have been chosen to interview. If an information 
session is offered, it is critical to attend and gain information that will improve content of your 
interview answers. If you were not  selected for an interview but do believe you are a good candi-
date,  it is especially important for you to attend the information session to show the recruiter 
you would be a good candidate. Qualities that employers evaluate during interviews include: 

 Self-confidence, realistic assessment of strengths and limitations, goal setting, initiative. 

 Mature behavior and judgment in handling assignments and situations. 

 Communication skills, the ability to interact with others, and ability to listen. 

 Leadership potential, demonstrated both in extra-curricular activities and on the job. 

 Personality, enthusiasm, poise, cheerfulness, flexibility, sense of humor. 

 Patterns of accomplishment,  process of problem solving, and basic analytical abilities. 

 Interest in and knowledge of your career field. Passion for your major and future. 

 Work ethic, acceptance of responsibility, ability to keep commitments. 

Remember the 5 P’s of Success: 

Plan Know the time, location, have the proper attire clean/pressed, documents ready. 

Prepare Review company research and the details of your own projects, skills, qualities. 

Practice Practice (do not memorize) your greeting and responses to typical questions. 

Personal Appearance Arrive on time (10 minutes early), dressed for success. 

Performance Listen well, respond confidently, have good questions to ask the interviewer. 

“30-Second Introduction” Expanded to 2 Minutes for the Interview   

As you can see by my resume, I am currently a junior in Engineering Physics.  From the time I was 
a kid standing on a chair to help my dad work on cars, he called me “the engineer.”   I came here 

from Washington State, appreciating Mines as the toughest (and best) school 
around. I chose my major from the many at Mines because it gives me a deep 
understanding of practical lab and shop skills, plus the fundamental way things 
work. I saw that this can apply to a variety of  industries and am especially       
interested in  manufacturing since my field session class toured your Littleton 
plant, seeing similar equipment to what we are using here at Mines, and 

learned more about the amazing projects you are involved in.  I really enjoyed our classes using 
oscilloscopes and vacuum equipment, especially the team projects.  In  addition to my technical 
abilities, I offer your team my experience working with diverse groups both through school      
projects and my involvement in a number of student organizations. I have an extremely strong 
work ethic, as I am quality driven and very detailed oriented and organized. That’s why I’m glad 
to be here discussing an internship with you, Lockheed Martin, because I’d love to be part of    
important work your teams are doing, and I’ve been looking at your projects on your website.  
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The STAR technique  

S Situation Explain the why/when/where of this experience. 

T Task (or Trouble) Describe the project and/or challenges faced. 

A Action Detail your own efforts to make the experience  successful. 

R Result Report positive outcomes, including success and/or learning. 

My Personal Stories / Experiences  

This is a worksheet to allow you to write down a few keywords that illustrate answers in interviews. 

  Situation Task Actions                   Result 

Choice of Mines/Major:            

Team Projects:            

Individual Projects:             

Taking Initiative:            

Ethical Dilemma:         

Top Strengths:           

Experience with Diversity:     

Weakness / How Corrected:                

Time You Failed:             

Answering an Interview Question Using the STAR Technique:  

“In my EPICS Team Project course, our multidisciplinary team of freshmen interested in  
physics, computer science and  mechanical engineering were assigned a project for a local 
businessman wanting to improve utility costs (S). Our task was to investigate and evaluate 
an option of a small wind turbine to be installed on a site in the middle of Golden.  At first 
this seemed overwhelming to us as new students, but we dived in to see what we could find.  One of the 
difficulties we countered is that of our team of five, there were two individuals who, for whatever reason, 
were unable or unwilling to devote the amount of time that was clearly  needed. (T) I had been  chosen by 
the team to be the Team Lead, which primarily meant that I interacted with the client, scheduled our team 
meetings, and made sure we stayed on top of deadlines.  I also realized that I had to do my best to          
motivate and encourage the ones who were not attending, so I tried various means to communicate -   
sending emails so all times were clear, texting and phoning, and even went tried to catch them in the       
cafeteria to talk with them about the needs for the team. (A) In the end, I was able to find out that one was 
worried about other classes and helped get him to tutoring for that; the other was not agreeable, and so 
three of  us divided up those tasks to add to our own, for the sake of the project.  As a result, our project 
was      completed in time to present to the judges in both a well-compiled technical report, and a public             
presentation.  What I learned about this is how important it is to establish communication early... as soon 
as a problem is noticed, and work together to fix it. (R)” 
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Questions NEVER to Ask the Interviewer 

 What does your company do? 
 How long is the vacation? How about sick days? 
 Would I have to work overtime in this job? 
 How much would I get paid? 
 When could I move to a different job in the company? 

 Does your company do drug tests?  Or credit checks? 
 Does your company look at Facebook before hiring? 

Typical Interview Questions  

 Tell me about yourself.   
 What was it about our job description that attracted you to apply for this job? 

 Why did you choose this school and the major you are studying?  
 Tell me about a time that you worked with a team – what was your role? 
 Tell me about a project that did not turn out very well – what did you do to improve it? 
 What would you say are your top qualities that you would bring to our team? And a weakness? 
 Tell me a time that you had to make an ethical decision…or a risky one…or an unpopular one. 
 Why should we hire you instead of one of the other School of Mines applicants? 
 How will you gain the respect of the employees who have been in the company a long time? 
 Do you think your GPA is a good indication of your academic ability and type of employee you are? 
 How do you work under pressure, or with multiple projects and deadlines? 
 How would a past employer describe you? 
 What are you most proud of? What are your major accomplishments? 
 Where do you see yourself in five years? 

Questions That You Can Ask in an Interview 

 Can you explain a typical project that I would be working on?  
 What would “a day in the life” of this position look like? 
 Why did you come to work with this company?  What is it that YOU most value about this company? 
 What do you see as the qualities or concepts that the company most values in an employee?   
 How are employees’ leadership responsibilities and performance measured? By whom? 
 What is the organization’s plan for the next five years, and how does this department fit in? 
 What do you think is the greatest opportunity facing the organization in the near future? New products 

or services? New geographical areas?  
 What are the significant trends in the industry that affect this company the most? 

 Now that we’ve had a chance to talk, is there anything else I can tell you to show I would be a good fit. 
 Twelve months from now, I want you to tell me that hiring me was the best decision you have made  this 

year. What needs to happen for us to have that conversation?. 
 What is the next step in your hiring process?  Will you be the one who will be contacting me? 
 May I have your email address (if you have not received a business card—for sending a thank you). 

Advice from a Student…. 

“The interview section was a great help. I found that the biggest help I received from the book was the “30-Second       

Introduction” Expanded to 2 Minutes for the Interview. Two of the questions listed under “Typical Interview Questions” 

were asked of me during the interview and, since I had prepared to answer any of the questions, the interview was 

much less stressful and came across to the person I was interviewing with as professional and prepared.”                              

D.S, Bachelor of   Science Geology and Geological Engineering 
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One-on-One Interview    

Employers use a variety of interview techniques to determine your skills and fit. The face-to-face interview is 
the most common.  
 
Before the Interview:  
 Have your “dress for success” clothes ready and gather extra resumes, list of references, unofficial     

transcript, the job description, a few examples of technical writing, Excel use, SolidWorks, and notepad 
and pen. Use a simple but attractive padfolio to organize materials and convey professionalism.   

 
When You Arrive: 
 Arrive 10 minutes early (not too early and never late). Greet the receptionist or assistant and all           

representatives of the organization with courtesy and respect.  
 Don't chew gum. Do accept a small drink of water from your interviewer. 
 Turn off your cellphone. Unless there is a true impending emergency, it will wait. 
 

During the Interview: 
 Keep answers honest and positive, using specific examples to illustrate and to leave a clear impression.     

The STAR technique can help keep you on focus, concise, and timely.  
 Smile, have good but relaxed posture, eye contact, and enjoy the conversation. 
 Allow yourself time to pause and consider before formulating answers.  Breathe! 
 Have good questions to ask the interviewer  about the company, job, and your fit for the team. 
 Close the interview by telling the interviewer that you want the job and ask what the next step is.   
 
Follow-Up for Any Interview Situation 
 Assess the experience, making notes of particular conversation items that either strengthened your          

interaction, or that you feel you can add more comment to. Send a thank you within 24 hours,                 
personalizing it to reference the conversation so that they can better recall who you are. 

Phone Interviews   

Screening and sometimes more in-depth interviews may be conducted over the phone to help employers 
determine if you meet the basic qualifications for a position. Screening interviews are generally handled by a 

representative of the HR team and tend to follow a set format, often asking behavioral or situational inter-
view questions. General rules for interviews still apply:            
 
 Prepare as for any interview with current research of the company and review of your resume. 
 Choose a location to insure that reception (and battery) will not present difficulties.  Mines Career Center 

can help schedule a private interview room with a landline phone or Skype set-up. 
 Have a few bulleted notes on research, resume and support materials in clear sight in front of you. 

 Listen carefully to questions, take brief notes to keep answers focused on the stated questions. 
 Answer concisely but thoroughly, giving specific examples to illustrate qualities and skills. Use STAR. 
 Be aware of body language even if the interviewer cannot see you: have good posture, smile while     

talking to give voice inflection and interest, and perhaps stand to give voice depth. 
 Do not hesitate to ask for repetition or rephrasing If you cannot understand the interviewer’s question;  

repeat back the question to be sure you answer appropriately. 
 Ask questions you have developed from your research for the company to show your interest. 
 Ask for the interviewer’s contact information and about the next step in the hiring procedure. 
 Do follow-up promptly within 24 hours. 
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Panel Interviews  

Group interviews are generally conducted by three or more people, representing various departments with 
the company.  Representatives generally ask questions that relate to their areas of interest and expertise.  

 Do gather business cards and arrange in front of you in configuration of their seating in the room. 
 Do direct your answer to the person who asks the question, but maintain eye contact with others. 
 Do consider it an enjoyable conversation and chance to get to know several people. 
 Do send a thank you note to each of the participants, personalizing with comments or questions  specific 

to that individual or division.    
 
Skype or Video Conference Interviews   

With the increase of technology and also increase in time demands on employers, more distance interviews 
are being conducted. The Mines Career Center can provide you with a professional setting for these types of  
interviews, scheduling location and time for you and the employer.  If you receive notice from a company that 
they will be utilizing this form of interview, contact the Career Center with information for the interviewer.  
Schedule a “practice session” with Career Center staff to help you to present in a natural and focused way. 

 
Case Interviews 

Many management consulting and financial firms are using case interviews for at least part of the  recruiting 
process. In a case study interview, the applicant is introduced to a company business problem. The candidate 
is asked to analyze the business case, identify key challenges, and present potential or proposed solutions to 
the problem. Case interviews are used to evaluate crucial skills and abilities, such as analytical, problem-
solving, communication, and critical thinking. Additionally, candidates need clear and well organized ap-
proaches to communication that demonstrate competencies in leadership, strategy, and vision to defend and 
persuade their clients to identify risks and look at points of consideration towards innovation and change 
when needed.. Two good company links with examples are: www.mckinsey.com/careers/interviewing and 
www.bcg.com/careers/path/consulting/practice-interview-cases.aspx.  
 
Informational Interviews  

Informational interviews are not a tactic for acquiring a position, however, they can clarify your career        
direction into a particular industry or type of position by having conversations with workers already in these 
positions. The advantages include learning more about realities of working in a particular occupation or field 
to confirm or clarify your preconceived ideas, discover areas you can improve in your resume or interview 
skills, and expand your network of business acquaintances. Sample questions to ask: 

 How did you get interested in your career? Would you 
make the same choice again? 

 What knowledge, skills and experience are necessary? 

 What education and training are useful beyond the degree 
that I have now? 

 What do you do in a typical day? 
 What do you like best about your career choice?  Dislike? 
 What advice do you have for someone considering this     

industry? 
 Who else do you suggest I talk with to explore this career?  
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Site Visit Interview 

A site visit is an invitation to travel to the employer's location to be further evaluated. The primary purpose 
is to allow the employer to get a better idea you as a member of the to screen you for fit. 

 the hiring decision at this point will result from personal chemistry, whether the additional 
you meet are comfortable with you and can easily interacting with you in the       

workplace. Whether accepting or declining a visit, it important to acknowledge all invitations for site visits 
in writing. Only accept invitations from employers in whom you have a genuine interest.  

Preparing for the Visit 

Contact the recruiter to gather all travel details. Write down this information or have it sent in writing. Be 
certain that you clarify the date, itinerary of the visit, lodging, local  transportation, on-site contact person’s 
information, travel/flight information, and reimbursement procedure. In addition, it is important to find out 
what you need to bring and prepare (such as a presentation) prior to the visit.  

 

Carefully consider your wardrobe for the on-site visit. Plan to bring outfits appropriate for the environment. 
Normal business attire such as you wore to the campus interview is appropriate. You will also want to ask 
your contact person for additional wardrobe suggestions or requirements (such as steel-toed boots or safety        
goggles). Other items to bring can include coursework for evenings or lulls in travel, extra resumes, career 
portfolio, padfolio, extra money, water bottle, pens, and pencils, travel clock, and laptop.  

 
Mentally summarize your on-campus interview. went well or was well-received? Whatever it was 

you clues to what the company is really looking in a candidate. Conduct additional company 
research you know what work is done or  p rod u ct s  man u f act u red  at the location you are 

 

The Site Interview Format  

Anticipate a full day or weekend of interviews, meeting people, seeing facilities, and gaining a glimpse of the 

community. Plan to make notes of pertinent facts and impressions about the visit whenever you have the      
opportunity. You will be exposed to a lot of information and insights into the job. Many employers schedule 
several candidates for visits each day. Some of these individuals may be from other schools. Keep in mind 
that you are not only being measured against these other applicants, but also assessed on how well you 
might work on a team with the other candidates. You should always retain your professional poise. 

 

Be prepared for a very busy schedule  you're with the company.  You can expect to asked the 
same questions over and over. Occasionally you  be interviewed by a group of people or find yourself 
one of a group of candidates doing a project  An employer may outline a problem which company is 
currently facing and ask you for on how to solve it. Remember, most employers really 
expect a brilliant solution, but they will interested in how you approach the problem to 
possible  Stay calm and think carefully about answers. 
Take your time. Your performance will be a measure of your maturity in difficult  

 

After the visit, make sure that you write a thank you note to the individuals with whom you met. Also,    
quickly settle travel expense repayments - make a copy of all receipts before sending them to the employer.  
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  Etiquette and  Manners  for the Business Professional 

Throughout your job search and professional career, you will experience various social settings 
and business events that will require the use of good manners and proper etiquette. Although this 
topic is vast and cannot possibly be contained in a small chapter, this section is designed to       
provide you with a quick reference to a few key principles of professional etiquette in the U.S.  
 
Prior to attending a function, contact the organizer. Confirm the proper dress code; who the 
attendees are going to be (if recruiters, you may want to do a little research); and verify location 
and agenda of the event.  Plan to arrive 10 minutes early (not too early and never late). Greet the 
hostess or reception table personnel with courtesy and respect.  Turn off your cell phone. 

Attending the Event - Tips for Meeting People 

 Have your self-introduction ready and well-practiced before you ever need it …always give 

your name (many times forgotten). Your 30-second commercial can work great. 
 Watch your posture, eye contact, smile, and body language. 
 Your verbal communications should be easy to understand with clear diction; have a lower 

pitch and  clear tone; and it should be well-paced, but not monotonous. 
 Use a proper handshake, which is firm, but not bone-crushing; lasts about 3 seconds; may be 

"pumped" up to four times from the elbow; is released after the shake, even if the             
introduction continues. Avoid giving a cold, wet handshake by keeping your drink in the left 
hand, and don’t shake hands if you are ill or after handling food. 

 

Protocol for Introducing People 

 Remember to use titles when introducing people. 

 Explain who people are when you introduce them and give relevant information.  
 The order in which one person should be introduced to another is: 1) Younger person to an 

older person, 2) Peer in your company (or school) to a peer in another company (or school), 
3) Junior executive to a senior executive, and 4) Company executive to a customer or client. 

Conversation tips 

 Include everyone in the conversation if there is a group.  
 Ask people about themselves…3 – 5 good questions.  
 Be a good listener (don’t interrupt) and have good  eye contact during the conversation.  
 Be aware and respectful of speakers if there is a presentation. 
 Don’t gossip or tell inappropriate jokes. Be careful of negative conversations or comments. 
 It is normal to be nervous. If someone asks you a tough question, take a moment and don’t 

rush to answer. If you draw a blank, deflect the question by asking them to rephrase it. Or, 
start your response by saying something like, “That’s an interesting question…” Both      
methods will buy you time to compose yourself. 

 Carry business cards and ask for business cards. 
 
Conclusion of the Event  
 Verbally thank your host or hostess prior to leaving. 
 Say goodbye’s to your table companions. 
 Send a thank you letter/note. 
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Basic Business Dining Tips: Professional Ease at the Table  

 Upon being seated at the table, purse and personal items should be placed behind you or on the floor. 
 The napkin should be placed in your lap once you are seated, folded in half with the fold towards your 

waist. 
 Demonstrate good posture, sit up straight and close to the table, elbows should be off the table, and 

try to control nervous habits (such as tapping fingers on the table). 
 If at a restaurant, don’t order the most expensive item on the menu. 
 In most cases it’s not suggested that you order an alcoholic drink at a business event. However, if in 

doubt about the appropriateness, follow the lead of the host or hostess. Do not order a drink if you are 
under the legal age limit, and do not drink too much. 

 Do not start eating until everyone has been seated or served. You can begin if your host tells you to   
proceed. 

 Do not refresh your makeup (lipstick is okay) or tidy your hair at the table. 
 Cut your food up in to bite size pieces, taking smaller bites. Bread or rolls should be broken in quarters 

and butter each piece separately. 
 Close your mouth when chewing food, don’t talk with your mouth full, and use your napkin often. 
 If you leave the table, ask to be excused and gently place your napkin on your seat. 
 When you are finished with a course or the meal, place the knife and fork across the plate, parallel with 

the handles in the four o'clock position and ten o'clock position; the blade of your knife should face   
inward. This position indicates that you have finished and the plate can be taken away.  

 

Continental/European or American Style of Eating 

 In the American style, one cuts the food by holding the knife in the right hand and the fork in the left 
hand with the fork tines piercing the food to secure it on the plate. Cut a few bite-size pieces of food 
then lay your knife across the top edge of your plate with the sharp edge of the blade facing in. Change 
your fork from your left to your right hand to eat, fork tines facing up.  

 In the European or Continental style, you cut your meat by holding your knife in your right hand while 
securing your food with your fork in your left hand. The difference is your fork remains in your left hand 
while eating, tines facing down, and the knife in your right hand.  

The Table Setting 
1. Napkin 
2. Salad Fork 
3. Dinner Fork 
4. Dinner Plate 
5. Salad Plate 
6. Soup Bowl 
7. Dinner Knife 
8. Salad Knife 
9. Dinner Spoon 
10. Soup Spoon 
11. Butter Knife 
12. Bread Plate 
13. Dessert Spoon 
14. Dessert Fork 
15. Water Goblet 
16. Red Wine Glass 
17. White Wine Glass 
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Diversity & Inclusion Awareness 

An important quality employers value in prospective     
employees is diversity  and inclusion competence. The       
success of a company will depend on a team’s ability to 
work and communicate with those who are different.     
Development of this valuable skill is imperative for all who 
work within the 21st century global economy. 

 

Employment Perspectives 

 Industry and federal organizations have 
employment opportunities and actively 
seek out underrepresented candidates 
with relevant skills for their positions. 

 Federal legislation supporting diversity 
employment, including that involving 

disabilities (the largest minority in the 
U.S.), also increases opportunities. 

 Seek out these organizations and work 
with counselors to clarify your fit for 
particular positions and strengthen 
your personal branding strategy.  

 Those who focus their job search on 
organizations whose values match their 
own find increased satisfaction at work. 

 

 

Diversity Organizations  

 International Student Organizations:       
refer to the International Student & 

Scholar Services Office ’website for a list 
of Mines international student groups) 

 Women in Science, Engineering & Math 
(WISEM) 

 Society of Women Engineers (SWE) 
 President’s Committee on Diversity 
 Multicultural Engineering Program (MEP)

AISES, NSBE, oSTEM, SASE, SHPE 

 

Disability Resources 

 disabilities.mines.edu  
 
 

 

 

There are many types of diversity within school 
and the workplace; some differences are obvious 

and others are less easily observed:  

 Visible: Gender, age, generation, ethnicity,      
nationality, native language, and physical     
disabilities. 

 Less Visible:  Cultural, varied ways of thinking 
and communicating, sexual orientation,         
non-visible disabilities (learning disabilities, 
health issues, mental disorders). 

Awareness of the many expressions of diversity 
and recognition of an individual’s unique abilities, 

goals, values, and ways of communicating is a very 
important skill for everyone. Advancing your own 
diversity competence and communication skills 
may be a learning area that requires thoughtful 
consideration, and perhaps even taking a step or 
two outside your comfort zone.  

 Review personal strengths, learning styles, 
communication modes, etc., in the chapter on 
Self-Discovery to increase positive interactions. 

 Look for more opportunities in current job 
settings, extra-curricular activities, and class 

projects to increase your experiences. 

Company Diversity Statements 

“...(a) policy that spells out our intentions to have a 
workforce reflective of different cultures, genders, 
generations, ethnic groups, abilities, all the other 
unique differences that make each of us individuals.”                                                                                

ArcelorMittal 

  Behaviors                    Language               Actions 

Gender                           Race 

Style                                            Values 

 

Religion                                       Physical Abilities                                             

              Thoughts / Perspectives 

     Culture                                Sexual Orientation 

Values               Socio-economic 
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Diversity in the Workplace 

 Diversity in the workplace has been shown to have great benefits including increasing productivity by      
enhancing creativity and more effective problem solving through introduction of different perspectives. 

 The overwhelming evidence is that companies using clear initiatives and practices when building diverse 
teams are companies that function well and are perceived as desirable by both the general public and by 
the employees.  It is a good element for improving a company’s branding in the global economy, and also 
results in increased profitability. 

Interviews 

Diversity skills are often a consideration in job interviews where the candidate’s  ability and adaptability are 
noted through both specific and casual conversations.  Prepare yourself for diversity-based interview questions 
similar to the following: 
 How has your experience and background prepared you to be effective in an environment with a company 

that has strong diversity values and initiatives?  
 Tell me about the experiences you have had working with others who have different backgrounds, cultures, 

or abilities than your own?  
 How have you handled a situation when you observed a colleague not demonstrating acceptance of others’ 

diversity?   What could you have done in the situation? 
 What does it mean to have a personal commitment to diversity and how do you see yourself further          

developing and applying your diversity commitment at this company?   

My Personal  Statement of Diversity / Inclusion: 

A diversity and inclusion statement will include a personal definition plus examples from your experiences in 
academic, professional, and social settings.  It should also include your  own plan of action for the future. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

“My Personal Statement of Inclusion and Diversity” 

“To me diversity is the range of human differences, including but not limited to race, ethnicity, 

gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, age, social class, physical ability or attributes, religious 

or ethical  values system, national origin, and political beliefs. The ability to be open minded and sensitive to   

others, never talking down to anyone who does not believe in the same things or even approach problems in the 

same way I do, is very important in today’s society.  This semester I saw a great example of diversity in my       

Energy and Society class.  As a mechanical engineer at Mines, the vast majority of my classes are with people 

very similar to me, but this class included a lot of petroleum engineers, mining engineers, ex-military, and other 

people from a variety of backgrounds. I found that the discussions that resulted in the class were very               

interesting and opened my eyes to just how many differing viewpoints there are on things. Diversification is          

very important to me  because I, myself have had times I felt different and excluded because of it. My personal 

plan for increasing my diversity awareness and inclusion competence is to take part in international clubs and 

other organizations, and to be more proactive in meeting new people from different paths.” 
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Working Internationally 

The reputation of Colorado School of Mines is not restricted to the United States, but is known 
throughout the world. Employers from across the globe seek students and graduates of Colorado 
School of Mines because of the rigor of the curriculum and Mines’ mission focused on solving the 
biggest problems that face the world.  As stated on the Mines website:  

Whether one has  goals to influence the future of the world or a love of travel and exploring the    

diverse cultures of the world, Mines students have opportunities to pursue a career in an                
international setting.   

Employment   

Students have attended Career Day and used DiggerNet to find great global opportunities, including 
these two Chemistry students who interned in Africa. Possibilities include with organizations in in-
dustry, U.S. government, the Peace Corps, and non-profit NGOs. 

 Many employers who recruit at Mines have locations world-wide. Some are hiring for U.S. loca-
tions, but with global training      locations or even full-time jobs. Often these global  positions are 
available after a period of U.S. experience.  Company research helps you know what companies 
may do this.  

 Some countries are opening visa processes 
for skilled labor, such as Australia’s Special 
Visas (Subclasses 400, 457, or 476); be sure 
to follow instructions carefully before going!      

 www.immi.gov.au/Visas/Pages/476.aspx 

Tips for Success  

 Seek out global companies at Career Day 

and talk with them at information sessions.  

 Study Abroad! Explore your options at 

oip.mines.edu. and  visit the Office of Inter-

national Programs. 

 Register for LAIS language courses. 

 Seek out international fellow students to  

socialize with and find fun ways to practice 

each others’ languages. 

 Talk with professors and upperclassmen 

about their international experiences. 

Making a Difference in the world 

All majors can have a positive  impact on the 
many challenges facing our world: medical,       
energy systems, use of natural resources, etc. 
Seek out humanitarian projects, mission trips, 
and other activities in order to match action to 
your goal of a meaningful career.  

 

Resources To Explore Before You Go 

International Business Etiquette, Manners, Culture   

 www.cyborlink.com/                                                                  

 www.international-business-center.com/ 
 www.goinglobal.com/ 
   
 

U.S. Department of State: Resources, Tips, Advice - 

Information for both U.S. Citizens and  Internationals 

 http://www.state.gov/travel/  

 

 

 

Mines has distinguished itself by developing a curriculum and research program that is geared       

towards responsible stewardship of the earth and its resources.  In addition to strong education and 

research programs in traditional fields of  science and engineering, Mines is one of a very few         

institutions in the world having broad expertise in resource exploration, extraction, production and 

utilization. 

http://www.cyborlink.com/
http://www.international-business-center.com/
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International students working in the U.S. 

Colorado School of Mines’ reputation makes it an important destination for many international students 

seeking an excellent education. Although most come with the intention of taking their skills and abilities back 
to their home countries, many seek the opportunity to work with a U.S. company. Employers vary in their  
hiring plans but often are aware of the benefits of hiring internationals, increasing the diversity within their 
company and gaining highly skilled employees. Whether you are seeking an internship while studying at 
Mines to use the experience in your home country, or hoping to stay in the  U.S., the Mines Career Center has 
resources, events, and opportunities for you. 

Quick Facts for Internationals 

 International students who are in a full degree-
seeking program at Mines have access to Career 
Center services and the full use of  DiggerNet. 

 International students here in a non-degree status 

have access to Career Center assistance and use 
of DiggerNet to learn of Career Center events   
including information sessions to meet recruiters, 
job search workshops, and Mines Career Days. 

 Companies with U.S. government contracts are 
often restricted to hire only U.S. citizens or        
students with permanent resident status. 

 All international students must abide by rules and 
regulations of the United States Citizenship and 
Immigration Service (USCIS).   

 Work closely with the International Scholar office 
to be sure that proper paperwork is maintained at 
all times.  

Beyond Academics - Involvement on campus 

Contact with the International Student & Scholar Services Office (ISSS) and Multicultural Engineering Program 
(MEP) to  get advice about various international or cultural groups at Mines. 
 
 mines.edu/isss/ 
 mep.mines.edu/ 
 
In addition, we encourage you to be actively involved in organizations, both professional connected to your 
major and in areas of personal interest.  
 

Job Search Tips for Internationals 

 Attend workshops or schedule an appointment 
with the career advisors to learn about skills for 
Career Day and job applications. 

 Prepare a top-notch resume in the style that 
Mines recruiters prefer. Make sure you know what 

a U.S. resume includes.  
 Work with the Career Center to create customized  

cover letters to send with your resume. Get help 
with grammar and punctuation, if needed. 

 Use DiggerNet to set a saved Search Agent for 
“Jobs I Qualify For” and apply.  

 Attend Company Information Sessions and stay to 
talk with representatives about your skills. 

 Before a potential conversation with an employer, 
talk to the International Office and know the visa  

       conditions so you can discuss details clearly with     
       employers. 
 Learn about interview skills, and  practice           

interviewing. 
 Be involved in organizations beyond your own 

peer or cultural group to expand your Mines and 
U.S. network.   

 Look for occasions to develop and demonstrate 

teamwork and leadership. 
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Professional Ethics and Integrity in Your Job Search 

Professional ethics, in relation to job search, is critical. The behavior in dealing with  prospective 
employers shapes your professional reputation now and in the future. An individual’s behaviors 
also reflect upon the reputation of all Colorado School of Mines students, grads, and alums. 
When a university develops a reputation for having students with unethical job search practices, 
the value and demand for those students decrease. Therefore, to maintain good standing within 
the engineering industry, the Career Center encourages all Mines students and graduates to         
approach the job search process with integrity. 

Test Your Professional Work Ethic IQ…. 

 Why is an ethical job search important? 

 Will anyone know if you fudge on your GPA? 

 Should you list skills you don’t have (why or why not)? 

 Should a student change his major or graduation date to qualify for an interview with a 
company? 

 A junior has an interview with a company on campus but decided not to show up. Who 
does this impact?  

 If a student has accepted a job offer, should he still   apply for other jobs just to see if there 
is something better? 

 A graduate student has accepted a good job offer, but has now received another—what 
should she do? 

value of an Ethical job Search 

 When looking at which schools from which 
to recruit, companies primarily evaluate 
the majors and degrees offered, the      
academic excellence of the curriculum, the 
global reputation of the college, hands-on        
experience with job-relevant projects or     
internships, and the passion as well as the 
ethical integrity of the students. 

 The impact that one person’s unethical 
practices can have on the rest of the     
students may result in missed job           
opportunities, less job postings and inter-
views, lower average salaries for grads and 
interns, fewer scholarships and research 
opportunities, and perhaps not as many    
sponsors for projects or events. 

 As a professional, you should be known for 
your high standards of integrity. Your    
industry peers should never doubt your 
word or honesty.  This reputation follows 
you throughout your career.  

Accurate Communication 

 Do not falsify or inflate your              
credentials on your resume, cover 
letter or in interviews. Employers will   
verify your GPA and skill level. 

 Respond to all correspondence in a 
timely manner. If the company gives 
you a deadline date, meet it or call the 
employer to request an extension. 

 Send any application forms or other 
materials that an employer requests as 
soon as possible.  

 Return all phone messages received 
from companies promptly.  

 Alert your roommates or family mem-
bers that you are interviewing and may 
be receiving calls from employers. Ask 
them to answer the phone                
professionally.  

 Be sure your voicemail states your 
name, is professional and in good 
taste.  
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Code of Ethics: My Statement of Professional Integrity 
A professional statement of integrity is based on certain ethics or morals, thereby doing what is right or 
wrong. This is the code that top professionals live and work by. Simplify it by targeting your most essential 
declarations. This statement should encompass your plan for developing a relationship of professional trust 
with others, a sense of responsibility, an emphasis on quality of work, and can include goals.   

Honest Interviews 
 Notify the Career Center 

in advance if you must         
reschedule or cancel          
interviews. This allows      
another student the           
opportunity.  

 Do not sign up for interviews in which you are 
not sincerely interested simply to get interview 
practice. This wastes your time and diverts the 
company from pursuing other students. 

 Acknowledge invitations for site visits promptly 
whether you accept or decline them.  

 Notify the contact well in advance if there is any 
change in your site visit plans. If applicable,        

return the plane tickets, monetary advances, and 
confidential company  documents immediately. 

 If an on-campus or site interview is cancelled, 
send a note of apology to the recruiter.  

Honorable Acceptances 
 Do not accept a job offer until you are        

confident of a firm  decision.  
 Never renege on an accepted job offer. Such 

behavior will give you a negative reputation 
throughout the industry, and you have just 
lost a job for a fellow Mines student.  

 Acknowledge every offer by letter or phone 
call, whether you accept or decline. 

 Request extensions from employers if  you 
need more time to consider offers.  

 As soon as you have accepted a job and are 
no longer available, notify all other            
companies under consideration.  

 Let other employers know you have an offer. 

This information may encourage the           
employer to formulate their offer quicker. 

 Notify the Career Center when you  accept a 
job offer by email, check out form or visit.  

 Sample Statement of Professional Integrity from a Recent Mines Graduate  

“It is my recognition that the modern engineer is tasked with projects that are far bigger than the individual, or 
even the firm, company, or corporation for which he or she is employed. These can range from skyscrapers and 
bridges in the center of urban areas to remote platforms in the Gulf of Mexico. Regardless, the projects often have 
direct impacts on society for decades. It is for that reason that I find it necessary to put forth a statement to     
identify my personal dedication to integrity as an engineer. This starts with the assertion that safety will form the 
foundation of any work that I should have the privilege of collaborating on. The importance of safety that has 
been instilled within my core by professors and my past experiences as a roughneck is something that I could   
never ignore. This includes not only the application of safe practices during the implementation of a project, but 
also the safety of the finished product.  
 
The other highlight is my drive to develop professional trust among my colleagues and supervisors. This trust is 
the end result of many actions that I believe are requisite for a successful career of tangible contributions. I can 
ensure to each of my co-workers that I will not be a “copy and paste” engineer, and will analyze each project on a 
case by case basis. I also vow to recognize my shortcomings and seek collaboration and advice from those who 
have expertise in areas where I do not. It is critical to get a wide range of diverse perspectives on any problem in 
order to insure the integrity of the finished solution.  
 
In addition to the two pillars of my integrity outlined above, I will always hold a strong dedication to honest     
communication, accurate results, steadfast confidentiality, continued learning and development, and open       
sharing of any knowledge that I have to offer. My code of ethics leans heavily on each of these assertions, and has 
been cemented through all of my experiences up to this point. I can only hope that this makes me easily           
identifiable as an individual whom others would be proud to work with.”         

J.T. Walz, BS Petroleum Engineering  
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 Job Offers 

Receiving a full-time job offer or multiple job offers can be very exciting.  However, one should 
proceed with great caution.  How you handle receiving an offer is very important. When first   
notified that you will be receiving an offer, be enthusiastic, appreciative, but stop short of         
accepting the offer.  This it the time for extensive information gathering so you can make a solid 
decision. Look always for the win/win, as the relationship with the company that may become 
your new employer is of greatest importance.  Knowing your personal values and facts before 
you receive offers is very helpful, but definitely as soon as you begin to receive offers you must 
do your research.  As shown on the chart, start with what is most important to you. 

Contract Evaluation 

Let the employer know that you 
need to see the entire package so 
that you can make a well-informed 
decision.  Once you have made the 

decision to accept a position, it is 
very important that you honor your 
word, so ask questions. Items to 
watch for include: 
 Job title and primary duties 
 Location and if there is          

relocation help 
 Base salary plus additional 

compensation that may affect 
your annual income 

 Out-of-pocket expenses other 
taxes that reduce your income 
(monthly health insurance 
costs) 

Salary Considerations 
 

For “reasonable salary” research, use the most recent Colorado School of Mines Outcomes Survey, 
available in the Career Center or at careers.mines.edu.  Career Center staff contact graduates to 
request base salary information, arriving at an average for each major. The information is held  
confidential for all students and the companies that extend offers.  When considering offers, be 
aware that it is not all about the salary - look for the best fit! 

 

Other sites to research average salary information      
include:  salary.com, payscale.com, glassdoor.com,     
careeronestop.org. Modes of data collection may 
vary.  It is best to consider the range. The initial salary 
offer may depend on several factors:  

 Geographic location (use a cost-of-living calculator 
under Work/Life to compare options). 

 Level of responsibility (a lower position may pay 
less but may be a good stepping stone). 

 Type of industry or age or size of company. 

Why are the ranges in the Mines Salary 
Survey so wide? 

 Low offers may not show other factors 
such as bonuses, over-time, travel   
reimbursements, special rates, that are 
not predictable over  a year.   

 High offers may be “exempt” where 
overtime hours are expected   without 
additional compensation.  

Factor 

(Rate factors 1-5) 

 Value to 

You 

Rating   

Company 

#1  

 Rating   

Company 

#2 

Passion for Job/Challenge       

Scope of Work (Duties)       

Good Benefits Package       

Salary       

Stability of Company       

Geographic Location       

Integrity       

Diversity/Inclusion Policy       

Atmosphere/Environment       

Social Conscience       

Advancement Potential       

Other        
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Offer Details 

Common phrases that you may encounter and need to understand in the offer include such items as: 

 Standard Phrase: “employment at will”  - Either  employer or employee may choose to terminate at any 
time. However, you  may be required to reimburse such employer expenses as signing bonus, relocation 
reimbursement, specialized training, or customized uniforms  in full if leaving before a stated time period.  

 Confidentiality Agreement - Details about plans, processes, prices, lists of clients are to be held in strictest 
confidentiality; this agreement usually lasts even after you have left the company ‘s employment. 

 Noncompetition Agreement - The employee agrees that for a specified time after leaving the employer, he 
or she will not work for a rival or similar organization, or in a geographical region). Consider carefully. 

 Intellectual Property - Any creation of articles or ideas that are done within the scope of the job belong to 
the company, not to the employee.  These trade secrets are part of standard confidentiality and ethics.  

Though at-will employment, confidentiality, and intellectual property clauses are very standard, it is             
important to discuss everything with the potential employer that you do not fully understand and agree to.  

The Mines Career Center can help you read through the details of an offer, but we do not offer legal              
counseling for your decision process. 

Rules of Salary Negotiation 

 Notify other companies with whom you interviewed that you have an offer, to allow their response.  

 Attitude is everything. Be confident, humble, respectful, enthusiastic. 

 Request full details in writing, and additional time, if needed.  

 Maintain confidentiality for each and every employer involved. 

 Use integrity and negotiate only for positions in which you are truly interested and would accept if the 
conditions were agreeable, not as leverage. 

 Keep salary phrased as a range, “I was looking for a salary in the range of $_______ to $ ________.” 

 If base salary is not negotiable, other items may be, including a signing bonus, extra vacation, or early 
review. Parking or mass transit options are good perks. 

 Know when to stop talking and make your informed decision.  Notify other companies that you are no 
longer available. Be polite in declining. 

 Be extremely cautious with reneging after accepting a position, when a better offer appears. Unethical 
behavior will cause negative repercussions that will follow you in your career. Additionally, this keeps 
fellow students from a job they really wanted. Companies say reneged offers by students affects their 
respect of the school and their interest in future recruiting there.  

Final Steps After Accepting a Position 

 Please contact the Career Center to provide all details of your offers.  For internships, use DiggerNet. 
For full-time jobs, complete the Post-Graduation First Destination Survey Form at careers.mines.edu. 

 If accepting an internship or temporary position, keep DiggerNet active until you have a full-time job. 
Then we recommend DiggerNet be inactivated to eliminate excess emails. Settle in and create a great 
start for your career.  If you need our services later (within 2 years), contact us; we are here to help.  

 Celebrate!  But if you are still in school, keep your focus and finish the year with your high goals met! 

 Attend Career Day to connect with friends and network as a professional (but not to job search).   



CAREERS.MINES.EDU
Tools for engineering your job search

MINES CAREER CENTER
Ben Parker Student Center
1200 16th Street, Suite E180
Golden, CO 80401
303.273.3233
careercenter@mines.edu

Mines does not discriminate on the basis of age, sex, gender (including gender identity and gender expression), ancestry, creed, 
marital status, race, ethnicity, religion, national origin, disability, sexual orientation, genetic information, veteran status or current 
military service. Mines’ commitment to nondiscrimination, affirmative action, equal opportunity and equal access is reflected in the 
administration of its policies, procedures, programs and activities and in its efforts to achieve a diverse student body and workforce. 
More information can be found at mines.edu/equal-opportunity.  
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